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Abstract— This paper investigates implementation and design
issues for a heterogeneous network for structural monitoring.
The proposed application uses wireless sensors and the controller
area network (CAN) to provide energy efficient monitoring.
The contributions include: implementation of the PIC18f4680
platform in TinyOS, creating a message protocol over CAN, and
developing a sensor board.

I. INTRODUCTION

Structural health monitoring is an on going topic for re-
search in wireless sensor networks. In order to get accurate
data about a structure, the sensors typically need to be em-
bedded within the structure, in locations that are not easily
accessed without demolition. Because of these constraints,
sensing lifetime of the network must be reasonable in compar-
ison to building life. It would not be unreasonable for building
developers to demand a sensing lifetime in the order of 10’s
of years.

Wired Sensor Networks in the past have been inexpensive
and more reliable compared to Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs). However, in recent years, WSNs are continually
becoming less expensive and more dependable. As well,
advances in signal-processing techniques and new network
architectures are making WSNs more reliable. In contrast, the
cost of wired networks has remained constant or increased as
there is an increase in the cost of the wire, the connectors,
and the labor to connect point A to point B. WSN’s lifetime
is limited by the battery and power consumption whereas a
wired network has potentially infinite lifetime. Coverage and
reliability is also limited in WSN. Although techniques such
as multi-hop routing can be deployed to increase coverage,
it comes at the cost of the battery power. A heterogeneous
network can take advantage of the benefits of each network
[1].

A term, Civionics, has been recently introduced to de-
scribe the discipline of monitoring structures. Civionics is an
emerging discipline describing the interaction between civil
engineering and electronics. Integration of intelligent sensing
will allow civil structural engineers to evaluate new concepts,
materials, and understand aging buildings. The demand for this
technology is evident in problems such as moisture intrusion
in sealed building envelope systems. New buildings being
constructed with efficiency in mind are sealed such that air

does not easily pass through walls. Any intrusion of water is
absorbed into the walls and not allowed to evaporate, resulting
in the wood frame rotting or mold growing. The effects of
moisture in building structures are out of the scope of this
thesis, but is the motivation behind the sensor network and its
application.

A method for integrating wireless nodes in an existing
wired sensing network for detecting moisture in building
structures is proposed in this paper. The benefits of wireless
nodes can be seen in installation cost and maintenance. A
typical installation of a wired network for moisture detection
in a building in shown in Figure 1. Segments of Moisture
Detection Tape (MDT) are installed along the perimeter of
the building. These segments of tape act as sensors providing
data to the Remote Measurement Units (RMU). Significant
time and cost is required to route wires in stud cavities to
sensors, between RMU’s, and back to the gateway (Detec
6000). Installation costs have been valued at approximately
$50USD per segment of tape, overshadowing the cost of
introducing wireless components to the hardware. In addition,
because of the nature of the measurements, electrical isolation
is extremely important. Resistive values measured on the tape
range from 100KΩto 100MΩ. By sharing common power and
communication wiring between nodes, accidental grounding to
building ground introduce errors over this large measurement
range. Accidental grounding is typical in large commercial
structures. Tradesmen not familiar with the electronics or
unknowing can compromise the installation by faulty wiring
or grounding the tape. Depending on the size of structure, it
is not uncommon to have over 1000 segments. It should be
evident how accidental wiring errors can easily occur.

Implementing a pure wireless network is not always op-
timal. In certain instances harsh environments can limit the
communication range or prohibit devices from operating in
the same frequency band. While in some instances wireless
communication may fail when loss rates become unacceptable.
To span large distances multi-hop routing is required in a
mesh network topology. Multi-hop routing requires complex
algorithms to synchronize communication and increased power
consumption due to listening for neighbor’s requests. In these
cases an option for a node to communicate over a wired
medium is necessary.



Fig. 1. Wired Sensor Network For Moisture Detection

Wired networks suffer from high installation time and costs
and limited installation options. On the other hand, wired
networks provide power and more reliable communication to
nodes. This paper will discuss and implement a heterogeneous
sensor network. Heterogeneous in this paper implies a network
with multiple communication mediums, specifically wired and
wireless.

This paper presents the designs and evaluation a hetero-
geneous network which is based on both wireless and wired
networks. The contribution includes modifying the TinyOS,
an event based operating system designed for use with em-
bedded network sensors, to include support for Controller
Area Networks (CANs) and the PIC18f4680 platform [2], [3],
creating a message protocol over CAN. The paper in addition
include the modifying of 802.15.4 to support extremely low
powered communication which maximizes sensing lifetime,
and developing an integrated hardware prototype that includes
the components mentioned.

II. ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

Several problems need to be considered in the overall design
of a sensor network. First, the implementation issues of a
heterogeneous network will be evaluated. This will lead to
the discussion of software and hardware issues.

A. Implementation Issues

Nodes in sensor networks rarely need to interact with one
another. The main reason one wireless node would interact
with another wireless node would be to redirect/relay messages
down to the root node. By designing a network to limit
wireless/wireless node communication, significant savings can
be achieved. The implementation problems are as follows:

• Performance metrics: acceptable estimates for system
lifetime, network latency, capacity, throughput, fault tol-
erance, and scalability are required in order to make
educated choices on network topology and design.

• Protocols: the protocols at every layer of the OSI model
must be evaluated for the target application. In order
to design efficient protocols, issues such as clustering,
broadcasting, and sleep modes must be assessed. item
Capacity/throughput: the capacity and throughput re-
quirements of the network determine network topology,
software and hardware design, and the communication
protocols used.

• Routing: the routing choices will determine the network
topology. A many-to-one network involves all nodes
reporting to a base station. Multi-hop routing can be
implemented to span large areas wirelessly.

• Channel Access and Scheduling: it helps energy and
delay balancing. Because wireless nodes access a shared
medium, problems such as collisions and spatial reuse
must be considered.

• Modeling: before implementation, modeling could pro-
vide suggestions for design improvements. Modeling
can help determine the number of motes and relative
distribution, degree and type of mobility, characteristics
of wireless links, volume of traffic injected by the source,
life-span of nodes interaction, and detailed energy con-
sumptions.

• Connectivity: it is a very important issue for wireless
sensor networks. Building monitoring requires that the
network is not partitioned into disjoint parts.

• Quality of Service(QoS): it changes from application
to application. A well defined quality of service is re-
quired before proceeding with network design to insure
the network has the capacity to delivery reliable and
timely data. Depending on the level of QoS, a networks
performance may not be sufficient to satisfy the delay
requirements. For example, because wireless nodes have
power constraints and sleep for the majority of the time,
a QoS that requires realtime data is not realistic.

• Security: it may involve complex solutions and is usually



overlooked. Security problems range from protection of
motes against physical mishandling to eavesdropping,
jamming, listen-and retransmit attacks. The complexity
of implementing security measurements is compounded
by the resource constraints of the motes.

Although implementing standard 802.15.4 addresses many
of the topics mentioned above, monitoring applications require
these standards be re-evaluated to suit long term building mon-
itoring. Many of the implementation problems are overlapping
and require cross layer design.

B. Environment Deployment Issues

Network deployment needs to correspond to communication
ranges. Human interaction is needed at every level of design,
therefore a set of rules need to be created to facilitate network
design. Rule sets for the type of environment need to be
established, which requires testing various environments and
determine a reasonable communication range. Also, tools need
to be created to evaluate the environment before the network is
deployed to map out “dead” spots. This tool can also evaluate
the interference of other factors affecting performance such
as other devices in its radio frequency band, transformers
and building structure phenomena. In special cases, such as
extreme harsh environments, wired devices may be the only
suitable device. Secondly, the coexistence of other devices in
the 802.15.4 frequency band need to be considered. Evalu-
ation of channel selection, not only for the establishment of
subnetworks, but for interface from other devices is necessary.

C. Software and Hardware Design

All layers of the Hardware Abstraction Architecture (HAA),
application design and implementation are explored. Because
a new hardware target is introduced, many modules for the
Hardware Presentation Layer (HPL) need to be developed and
tested. With respect to software design, the hardware interac-
tion layer should be abstracted from the application layer so
applications are unaware of the medium their messages are
being transmitted on. A message protocol needs to be created
in CAN to encapsulate TinyOS messages and route them
appropriately. Consideration of CAN’s 8 byte message size
needs to addressed either by limiting the size of the TinyOS
messages, or a segmented CAN protocol message.

Nodes will also be responsible for autonomous communica-
tion queries over a network tend to be repetitive in nature. The
continuous listening for requests from the root node consumes
a great deal of energy. This is even more evident in monitoring
static civil structures over long periods of time. For example,
in the monitoring of moisture in a building, the gateway polls
each node individually. Nodes sit idle listing for a request in
a passive nature. A smart node should anticipate the polling,
and an even more advanced node should not need to be asked
to produce the results, results should just be expected by the
gateway. By providing nodes with information to produce their
own results a great deal of energy can be saved. The trade off
in this design comes in the ability to query a node at any point
in time. Specialized queries need to be deferred until the next

time the node checks in with values. This also requires cluster
heads to queue messages.

The hardware/software interaction for the transceivers to
reduce power consumption is also investigated. A cluster
star network topology was selected for network deployment.
Cluster heads will communicate to each other over the fast,
reliable and very robust CAN network. A clustered star
network topology suggests cluster heads be externally powered
to support the continuous listening required when communi-
cation is central. Using a wired protocol to connect cluster
heads removes the burden of multi-hop routing to span large
distances between clusters, such as those methods found in
mesh networks. By removing these constraints, end nodes have
few responsibilities and therefore can have lower duty cycles.

For wireless communication, 802.15.4 [4] was chosen for
the PHY and part MAC layer. The 802.15.4 protocol was
chosen over other standards, such as 802.11 or Bluetooth
because it is targeted toward low-rate, low-power consumption
and low-cost. 802.15.4 defines three network topologies: star,
peer-to-peer, and the cluster tree. The hybrid network defined
in this paper closely resembles the cluster tree, as shown in
Figure 2. The cluster heads communicate using CAN instead
of routing messages through leaf nodes.

Fig. 2. Cluster Tree Topology

By choosing an 802.15.4 compatible transceiver, several
design issues were resolved due to the easy development of
802.15.4 data sniffers used for debugging network problems.
Physical Layer management services include the following:
activation and deactivation of the radio transceiver, Energy
Detection (ED), Link Quality Indicator (LQI), and Clear
Channel Assessment (CCA).

The MAC layer provided by 802.15.4 provides services such
as beacon management, channel access, GTS management,
frame validation, acknowledged frame delivery, association
and disassociation, and security mechanisms. 802.15.4 can op-
erate in two modes: beacon-enabled and non-beacon-enabled.



The use of beacon-enabled promotes synchronized commu-
nication. Coordinators generate beacons, in a super frame
structure, to manage communication. A version of slotted
CSMA/CA is used. The frame is divided into 16 slots followed
by a predefined inactive period inside a beacon interval as
shown in Figure 3. The duration of the slotted communication
is the Contention Access Period (CAP). General communi-
cation is restricted to the CAP by competing for a slot. A
Contention Free Period (CFP) can be added after the CAP and
can be used to guarantee QoS by dividing it into Guaranteed
Time Slots (GTS). The inactive period allows nodes to enter
sleep mode, fulfilling the need for low power.

CFPCAP

Inactive

Beacon Beacon

Fig. 3. Super Frame of 802.15.4

The second mode, non-beacon-enabled, uses unslotted
CSMA/CA. There is no requirement for nodes to synchro-
nize. Node accesses the medium by evaluating energy on
the channel and waiting a random back-off period before
transmitting. The proposed network will use a version of
unslotted CSMA/CA. It could be considered a reverse beacon-
enabled mode. Instead of coordinators sending beacons, end
nodes will issue a beacon to start communication. Beacons will
be intercepted by coordinators. ACK RRSI values are used to
determine which node is the closest. During this handshaking,
power levels can be adjusted to the minimum acceptable value.
Leaf nodes transmit their messages and obtain network vari-
ables stored by the coordinator. This operation only works in
networks with low bandwidth and staggered communication.
Otherwise, performance will be degraded by collisions. The
beacon-enabled mode fits networks where synchronization is
important while the non-beacon mode suits networks where
power savings is more important.

D. Controller Area Network

Controller Area Network (CAN) was chosen as the wired
medium. CAN promotes efficient design due to its limited
payload size. One design challenge is to relay messages from
the wired medium to the wireless and vice versa. CAN sup-
ports an 8 byte payload, therefore the application layer must
structure messages to accommodate this limitation. Figure 4
illustrates the fields and their lengths in a CAN frame.

The advantages of CAN over other wired network protocols
are as follows:

• Fault tolerance
• Short messages, but high message frequency (more than
10,000/s)

• High bandwidth utilization
• Reasonable transmission speeds

Fig. 4. CAN Frame

• Several higher-layer protocols available such as De-
viceNet, CANopen, and J1939

• Adjustable bit rates are configurable and can accommo-
date long distance communication

CAN uses a message acknowledgment system that provides
a transmitter with an acknowledgment of receipt within the
message itself. One of the last bits in a CAN message is
an acknowledgment bit that is not written by the transmitter.
Instead, it is used by all receivers to send an indication back
to the transmitter that this message was received successfully.

If any single node has a receive error, there is a mechanism
that allows that node to destroy the message for every node
resulting in an automatic re-transmission of the message. As
this is implemented in low-level hardware, every CAN node
in the network participates in this error checking mechanism,
even if it has no use for the message transmitted. As a result,
a transmitter knows that if it received the acknowledgment,
every node on the network has successfully received the
message. In the event that multiple nodes try to access the
network simultaneously, a bit-wise non-destructive arbitration
mechanism resolves the potential conflict with no loss of data
or bandwidth.

As compared to Ethernet, CAN message does not specify
a transmitting station or node. As a result, an Identifier Field
(EID) is included in each message. In the CAN 2.0 A spec,
this field is 11 bits. In the CAN 2.0 B spec, it is 29 bits.
Such a message identifier has to be unique within the whole
network and it defines not only the content but also the priority
of the message.

1) Addressing: In the design implemented, the 29 bit CAN
Message identifier is broken down into two fields, Node Type
and Node ID. The 5 bits will be used as the Node Type
and the remaining 24 bits for the Node ID. Because the
CAN protocol does not provide a destination address, only
the source address (EID), the first 3 bytes for the message are
reserved for the destination node ID. When relaying messages
over wireless using 802.15.4, addressing changes are required.
802.15.4 supports a short addressing mode of 16 bits. For the
initial design, all nodes are programmed with a 24 bit Node
ID, but while communicating wirelessly, nodes will use the
16 least significant bits of the Node ID as its address. Figure
5 illustrates the changing between CAN and 802.15.4 frames.

Messages being relayed from CAN-to-Wireless require
packet restructuring. Along with the change in addressing
noted above, the destination address must be extracted from
the first 3 bytes of the payload and inserted into the destination
address in the 802.15.4 MAC addressing fields. Figure 6



Fig. 5. CAN-802.15.4 Packet Transition

details the fields required for 802.15.4. Similarly, Wireless-
to-CAN requires the reverse packet re-organization. The des-
tination Node ID from the wireless message must be placed
in the first 3 bytes of the CAN message. Secondly, the CAN
EID must be replaced with the sending Node ID’s address.

Fig. 6. Data Frame

E. Hardware Platform

The Remote Measurement Unit (RMU) developed by SMT
Research was chosen as the base platform. It includes a
PIC18F MCU [5], that includes a CAN controller and circuitry
to provide moisture measurements. Modification to this base
platform are done to support a radio transceiver and battery
operation.

One of the challenges is to interface the RMU with the
CC2420 [6] daughter board. Some design choices were made
for pin use. Figure 7 shows the general practice for interfacing
the transceiver to a processor. In this figure the FIFO data
is connected to a general-purpose input/output(GIO) pin,
FIFOP , the FIFO threshold interrupt, is connected to an in-
terrupt pin, the Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) is connected
to a second GIO pin, the Start of Frame Delimiter (SFD) is
connected to a pin that supports a timer capture, CC2420 Chip
Select (CSn) is connected to a GIO pin, SPI Slave Input (SI)
is connected to Master SPI Output (MOSI), SPI Slave output
(SO) is connected to Master SPI Input (MISO), and the SPI
Clock Input (SCLK) is connected to the Microprocessor SPI
Clock output (SCLK). The design varied slightly because
some GIO and interrupt pins were already in use. SFD is tied

to an interrupt instead of a Time Capture and will be polled
in software. Another method evaluated is to interrupt on the
FIFO pin instead of FIFOP pin. The general practice to
interrupt on the FIFOP pin was followed which ensures that
data in the FIFO passes address recognition. Figure 8 shows
the first prototype developed.

Fig. 7. CC2420 Microprocessor Interface

Fig. 8. First Prototype of Wireless RMU

F. TinyOS

Traditional embedded applications are bonded tightly to a
particular hardware by integrating high-level logic with low
level manipulation of bits. This is due to limited hardware
resources, specialized applications, and tight development
cycles. Operating systems promote development of reliable
software by providing abstraction of the hardware resources.
Sensor networks, although embedded, are general purpose
enough to need such abstraction. TinyOS [7], an operating
system for sensor networks, contains an event-drvien execution
model and a component-based software design that supports
a high degree of concurrency for a small footprint, enhances
robustness, and minimizes power consumption while facilitat-
ing implementation of sophisticated protocols and algorithms.
TinyOS-based applications consist of components with well-
defined interfaces.

The prototype developed included TinyOS running on the
PIC18F4680 MCU [2] as the base for the RMU platform code.
Additional modules were required for the CAN controller,
Buzzer, and CC2420. Figure 9 shows a visual representation of
the module graph for the Wireless Structure Monitoring Sys-
tem (WISMS). Not shown in the application module graph are



Fig. 9. TinyOS Component Graph

the hardware modules created. The standard GenericComm
module was modified to support packets being sent and
received over CAN. The WISMS application operates in one
of two modes: cluster head or autonomous agent. While
acting as a cluster head, the mote continuously listens for
messages over the radio. Once a message is received via
the WISMSMessageHandler module, the mote converts
the radio packet to a CAN packet and forwards it to the
gateway device. A mote operating in the autonomous agent
mode uses the AutonomousTimer modules to schedule
wake up periods. When the AutonomousTimer expires,
the mote executes the CMDMeasure command and forwards
the result to the cluster head. WISMSMessageHandler
module can service request over both CAN and the Radio. The
received message is processed against the WISMSCommandC
command factory pattern module. Commands such as
CMDGetID, CMDChangeID, and CMDMeasure provide the
WISMSComand interface, which enforces a structured com-
mand execution. Additional modules such as the Leds and
Buzzer are included to help debug.

G. Autonomous Tasks

A majority of motes in sensor networks perform repetitive
tasks. These tasks are either induced individually by the
gateway or preformed autonomously by the mote. A third
type of task, a combination of the above two, is injected
by the root and allows the motes to provide results over
time. This approach is similar to stream queries implemented
in systems such as tinyDB [8] . Stream queries have an
additional component, a window, which allows aggregation
over a partition of the dataset. Motes proposed in this paper

are seeded with an initial query to provide data back to the
gateway. The complexity of data aggregation is left to the
gateway or data collection center. Parameters for the query
can be modified at the time results are pushed forward. When
a wireless mote initiates communication with a gateway node
to push its results, it listens for a small time period to become
aware of any updates. This approach not only simplifies com-
munication, but also satisfies the requirement for extremely
low power consumption. First, by seeding repetitive tasks in
motes, such as a streaming query, motes are not required to
listen to individually injected singleton tasks. Secondly, by
having motes retrieve query parameters while pushing data
towards the gateway, motes are not required to synchronize to
receive messages.

III. RESULTS

The initial hardware design does not take into account
power consumption, but some preliminary results can be
predicted from the datasheet [5] by simulation. A simulation
tool was written to provide insight into the effects and possible
improvements to the suggested application. The simulation
application took into account the electrical characteristics of
the MCU and radio, as well as battery characteristics to
provide an estimation for battery life.

In order to provide a comparison between our protocol and
802.15.4, values for the MAC superframe order (SO) and
MAC beacon order (BO) are needed to be chosen. SO deter-
mines the superframe duration (SD) whereas BO determines
the beacon interval (BI) as shown in Figure 3. SO and BO are
both integers between 0 and 14, requiring BO to be larger or
equal to SO. The SD includes CAP and CFP, while BI includes



SD and the inactive period. In order to achieve the best duty
cycle for 802.15.4, values for BO and SO should be chosen to
maximize the inactive period while minimizing the superframe
duration. A 2.4GHz transceiver provides a symbol period of
16µs resulting in a maximum beacon Interval of 245s. The
minimum time for a SD is 16µs, resulting in an extremely
low duty cycle. It is important to note that while operating in
a synchronous mode in very low duty cycles, motes require
a very stable clock in order to not miss a beacon due to the
addition of small clock drifts.

The expected number of hours of operation a mote are
estimated by three components. Equation 1 represents the
power consumed while in PRI RUN mode (Prun) where d,
vdev, irun represent the duty cycle, device voltage and current
in run mode respectively.

Prun = d × (vdevirun) (1)

Equation 2 gives the power consumed while in either
PRI IDLE or SEC IDLE modes, Pidle, where iidle represent
the current in idle mode.

Pidle = (1 − d) × (vdeviidle) (2)

Equation 3 represents the power consumed by the radio
(Pradio) each hour where th, Ptrans, Precv, and ρ represent
the number of transmission per hour, power consumed while
transmitting, power consumed while receiving, and the prob-
ability of a collision respectively.

Pradio = (1 + ρ)
th∑

i=1

(Ptrans + Precv) (3)

Finally, Equation 4 provides the number of hours of operation
(HO) by dividing the sum of Prun, Pidle, and Pradio by the
battery’s power, which is given by the battery voltage (Bv)
and battery capacity (Bc).

HO =
Prun + Pidle + Pradio

BvBc
(4)

While in PRI IDLE mode a PIC18F uses 0.85mA. Alterna-
tively, operating in SEC IDLE mode draws 13µA. Table I
shows hours of operation, HO, for different scenarios. Using
a standard Energizer CR2450 Battery providing 3V with a
capacity of 575mAh and shelf life of over 10 years, Equation 4
with the current design operating with a duty cycle, d = 0.1%
in PRI RUN/PRI IDLE modes results in 28 days of operation.
By modifying the RMU to operate in PRI RUN/SEC IDLE
the battery life is extended to 3.7 years by lowering the
duty cycle even further. These calculations do not take into
account age-related discharge, powering external peripherals,
or analog measurements. Large capacity batteries, such as the
Tadiran Lithium Thionyl Chloride cells providing 3.6V with
a capacity of 2400mAh, can boost the potential life of the unit
to 18.7 years, approaching the cell’s 20 year operating life.
However, using the same hardware but operating in 802.15.4
beacon enabled mode gives a maximum life of only 11.6
years.

TABLE I

HOURS OF OPERATION FOR DIFFERENT SCENARIOS

Description HO
CR2450 Battery (3V), d = 0.1,
PRI RUN/PRI IDLE modes

28 days

CR2450 Battery (3V),
PRI RUN/SEC IDLE

3.7 years

Tadiran Lithium Thionyl Chloride (3.6V),
2400mAh, PRI RUN/SEC IDLE

18.7 years

Tadiran Lithium Thionyl Chloride (3.6V),
2400mAh, 802.15.4 beacon-enabled mode

11.6 years

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents implementation and design issues for
developing a wireless structure monitoring system based on
TinyOS. Along with the identification of problems associated
with the specific application of wireless sensors in building
structures, a preliminary design is proposed. Key aspects
include eliminating multi-hop routing by connecting cluster
heads with the CAN bus. Secondly, proposed is a stripped
down version of 802.15.4 for motes that operate autonomously.
Motes will save power by eliminating listening periods and
transmitting only when they have data ready. Lastly, we
continued development on TinyOS support for the PIC and
developed a new hardware platform for wireless sensor net-
works. In future, we plan to include a crystal connected to the
Timer inputs allowing the RMU to operate in SEC IDLE vs
PRI IDLE mode currently used for sleeping.
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